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This paper is to investigate the possibility to fabricate the inverted-
pyramid structure on silicon wafer base solar cell by using laser 
scribing technology. The UV spectrometer and SEM had also been 
used to observe the reflectance and microstructure of the wafer 
surface. In this experiment, a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser operating 
at wavelength of 1064nm is used to scribe on the p-type wafer 
surface to produce inverted-pyramid structure. In order to remove 
the laser damage, we used acid etching and Alkaline etching 
solutions to smooth the damage region and inverted pyramid 
structure formed, simultaneously. 

 
 

Introduction 
 
In order to control optical path (1), investigation on the front surface of the solar cell is 
necessary. Most of the solutions are to use acid-etching to form pyramid structure (2-3) 
on the surface. For this, it shows the lower reflectance at wavelength from 300nm to 
1000nm. However, the acid-etching parameters, like ratio of acid solution, acid-etching 
time, acid-etching temperature and etc., are sensitive to fabricate a pyramid structure. 
Any one of the above parameters will strongly affect the pyramid structural geometry and 
light incident path. The density of short-circuit current (Jsc) in solar cell will decrease 
acutely. 

Surface texturing on silicon based solar cells are becoming the standard-process in 
terrestrial applications. Erenow, many techniques of surface texturing have been 
developed. One of the groups have focused on the use of dry etching process, either in 
conjunction with a mask process to achieve a regular pattern features, or without a mask 
process to produce a period random texture. One of the groups have focused on the use of 
wet etching process to produce an easily and low-cost pyramid texture. Above of the all 
technologies, the inverted pyramid geometry is considered to be the best cell texturing 
design for light trapping.  

In this work, we attempt to investigate more stability, lower reflectance and easy 
processing inverted-pyramid structure by using laser technology. For the laser parameters, 
we control different laser power density, laser power frequency, laser power focus and 
laser power velocity in this experiment. According to the above parameters, we can 
design the width, depth and spacing of the texture. The width and depth of the texture 
could be fabricated by modifying laser power density, laser power frequency and laser 
focus. The depth-to-width aspect ratio is the key condition for the texture. The spacing of 
the each texture is also a non-ignorable factor. If the depth-to-width aspect ratio is too 
low, the optical loss will be critical. The same result occurs when having wide spacing of 
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the texture. If the spacing of the texture is too wide, the light will be reflected back to 
atmosphere at this flat region. After laser scribing, the laser induced surface damage 
removed is necessarily. We used acid etching and Alkaline etching solutions to smooth 
the damage region and inverted pyramid structure formed, simultaneously. 
 

Device Fabrication 
 

P-type boron doped monocrystalline silicon wafer were used as a substrate. Wafers 
had the following parameters: thickness ~ 200 μm, resistivity 1-3 Ωcm  and area 7.14 cm2. 
First, saw damage removed by NaOH solution at temperature 80 . Then the 
contamination removed by HPM solution at temperature 80  and DHF. The nitride film 
was deposited by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition for a masking layer. The 
texture in the form of honeycomb has been produced by means of Q-switched Nd:YAG 
laser of 1064 nm in wavelength. Parameters of laser treatment were as follows: maximum 
output power 20 W, pulse repetition frequency 4-20 kHz, diameter of the laser spot size 
~20-30 μm and laser beam speed 600-900 mm/s. The optimum laser parameters were 
determined experimentally by creating textures with different laser settings. After laser 
surface texturization, the laser induced surface damage removed by KOH solution at 
temperature 80  and inverted-pyramid-like structure formed, simultaneously. The 
masking layer was removed by B.O.E. Then the contamination removed by HPM 
solution at temperature 80  and DHF. The emitter of sheet resistance 75 Ω/  was 
formed at temperature 830  using liquid POCl3 as the doping source. Phosphorous-
silicate glass (PSG) was removed by DHF. The ARC layer of nitride (Si3N4) was 
deposited by means of plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition. The front and back 
contacts were formed by screen-printing technology. Front contact was printed with 
silver paste. Back contact was printed with aluminum paste. Then co-firing was 
performed in an infrared belt furnace at peak temperature 775  and belt speed 200 
cm/min. The IV parameters have been measured at room temperature under 100 mW/cm2 
AM 1.5G. The micro-structures of surface texturing were investigated by scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) and the reflectance was measured by UV spectrometer. 
 

Results and Discussions 
 

After laser scribing, we used different kinds of etching solution to remove laser induced 
damage and fabricate the inverted-pyramid strucuter. From figure 1. shows SEM 
micrograph cross-section of the wafer with laser texturization (b) flat electrode contact 
region. From figure 2. shows SEM micrograph Top view of the wafer with laser 
texturization. (a) The inverted-pyramid-like structure were fabricated by laser power
17(watt). (b) Electrode and inverted-pyramid-like structure. From figure 3. shows SEM 
micrograph cross-section of the wafer with ARC layer. From figure 4. shows (a) 
Reflectance of the different laser power scribing (b) Reflectance of laser scribing at 
17(watt), and removal of laser induced damage layer at different acid etching time. From 
figure 5. shows reflectance of laser scribing at 19(watt), (a) with different NaOH solution 
etching time. (b) with different KOH solution etching time. (c) with different acid 
solution etching time. From figure 6. shows (a) IV characters of laser scribing at 17(watt), 
(b)QE of the Cell were passivated w/ or w/o HNO3-Oxide. 
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(a)                                                                      (b) 

 
Figure 1.  SEM micrograph cross-section of the wafer with laser texturization (b) flat 
electrode contact region. 
 
 

(a)                                                                     (b) 
 

Figure 2.  SEM micrograph Top view of the wafer with laser texturization. (a) The 
inverted-pyramid-like structure were fabricated by laser power 17(watt). (b) Electrode 
and inverted-pyramid-like structure. 
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Figure 3.  SEM micrograph cross-section of the wafer with ARC layer. 
 

  
(a)                                                                    (b) 

 
Figure 4.  (a) Reflectance of the different laser power scribing (b) Reflectance of laser 
scribing at 17(watt), after removal of laser induced damage layer at different acid etching 
time. 
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(a)                                                                        (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 5.  Reflectance of laser scribing at 19(watt), (a) with different NaOH solution 
etching time. (b) with different KOH solution etching time. (c) with different acid 
solution etching time. 
 

 
 
Figure 6.  (a) IV characters of laser scribing at 17(watt), (b) Cell were passivated w/ or 
w/o HNO3-Oxide. 
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Concluion 

 
We attempt to investigate more stability, lower reflectance and easy processing 

inverted-pyramid structure by using laser technology. For the laser parameters, we 
control different laser power density, laser power frequency, laser power focus and laser 
power velocity in this experiment. From honeycomb to inverted pyramids-like structures, 
we used KOH solution to fabricate this structure. 
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